CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

English is used in many sectors such as in business, trade, politics, and especially in education in Indonesia. The use of English in the education sector in Indonesia can be seen as a compulsory subject. It is taught from primary school to university level. In fact, English is not taught to the first grade of primary school children but it is taught to kindergarten students. Nowadays, many kindergartens or preschools teach English to their students. One of the kindergartens which teaches English to its students is Alphakid Character Studies Center (ACSC) Surabaya.

The writer had an opportunity to do her internship in Alphakid Character Studies Centre (ACSC) Surabaya for four weeks. The writer experienced being a teacher assistant and evaluating teaching performance which give lots of knowledge by sharing with other internship participant and the principal. She also edited the March lesson plan and March parent letters, made worksheets and flashcard for the students. During the internship, there were some subjects she has learnt at the English Diploma program which is very useful. All the knowledge that she gained was applied by the writer to do her internship well. The teaching subjects, such as Micro Teaching, EYL, TEFL, were useful for her in making lesson plan and fun learning activities for young learner. Besides, the Introduction to English Language Testing subject is useful for making appropriate worksheets for the students. Computer application was also useful to help the writer make the final report.
Based on her internship experience, the writer recommends ACSC Surabaya as one of the places to do the internship to her junior at the English Diploma Universitas Airlangga. That can be because teaching young learners will be very fun and the writer learnt how to face different characteristic of students. The writer got knowledge how to be a good teacher for young learners that need more patience and creative. Besides, the school is very welcome to those who want to do internship there.

After finishing the internship in Alphakid Character Studies Centre (ACSC) Surabaya, the writer hopes this experience and knowledge can be useful and she can experience a one step forward for success in the future.